Actinic light and pH effect on the proton pumping of bacteriorhodopsin.
The actinic light effect on the bacteriorhodopsin (BR) photocycle kinetics led to the assumption of a cooperative interaction between the photocycling BR molecules. In this paper we report the results of the actinic light effect and pH on the proton release and uptake kinetics. An electrical method is applied to detect proton release and uptake during the photocycle [E. Papp, G. Fricsovszky, J. Photochem. Photobiol. B: Biol. 5 (1990) 321]. The BR photocycle kinetics was also studied by absorption kinetics measurements at 410 nm and the data were analyzed by the local analysis of the M state kinetics [E. Papp, V.H. Ha, Biophys. Chem. 57 (1996) 155]. While at high pH and ionic strength, we found a similar behavior as reported earlier, at low ionic strength the light effect proved to be more complex. The main conclusions are the following: Though the number of BR excited to the photocycle (fraction cycling, fc) goes to saturation with increasing laser pulse energy, the absorbed energy by BR increases linearly with pulse energy. From the local analysis we conclude that the light effect changes the kinetics much earlier, already at the L intermediate state decay. The transient electric signal, caused by proton release and uptake, can be decomposed into two components similarly to the absorption kinetic data of the M intermediate state. The actinic light energy affects mainly the ratio of the two components and the proton movements inside BR while pH has an effect on the kinetics of the proton release and uptake groups at the membrane surface.